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Chapter 7
Towards an Evolutionary Theory

[T]he best classification of the various languages would [. . .] be
genealogical; and this would be strictly natural, as it would connect
together all languages, extinct and recent, by the closest affinities, and
would give the filiation and origin of each tongue.

The origin of species
Charles Darwin

Already Charles Darwin had observed an analogy between biological
evolution and the evolution of languages. But only two centuries later was
an account of language developed that takes this insight to heart: In 1984,
Ruth Millikan presented in her book Language, thought, and other biological
categories (Millikan 1995a) a novel evolutionary account of language.1 Her
account is one of the accounts discussed in this chapter. The other account
is Simon Huttegger’s which belongs to the family of Evolutionary Signaling
Games.

I begin by discussing Millikan’s account in §7.1. In §7.2 I discuss Evo-
lutionary Signaling Games. Both have open problems. This leads to an
outlook for a better theory in §7.3 and a summary in §7.4.

7.1 Millikan’s account
On Millikan’s conception, linguistic behavior can be portrayed as consisting
in solutions to long-term signaling problems. But in contrast to Lewis’

1Millikan elaborated on her account subsequently in a series of lectures and papers, pub-
lished as Varieties of meaning (Millikan 2006) and Language – a biological model (Millikan
2005b), respectively.
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196 Chapter 7. Towards an Evolutionary Theory

rationalistic conception, it’s not only rational deliberation that can bring
about coordination but also evolutionary adapted behaviors (in the wide
sense of “evolution” including cultural evolution2): Suppose the language
users have acquired a tendency to bring about outcomes that are good
enough for their purposes often enough. They could have acquired such
a tendency through a learning process like imitation. Then having this
tendency is sufficient for there to be a convention in Millikan’s sense. So,
one important difference between Lewis’ account and hers is that his account
of conventions is rationalistic while hers is evolutionary.

But the differences go deeper. Millikan defines key notions such as ex-
pression, meaning, language, and convention in original non-standard ways.
For example, expressions are individuated by the use histories of their to-
kens. This differs from the standard understanding in linguistics and phi-
losophy according to which expressions are individuated by their physical
form (sound, shape).3 Common to all these notions is that they are defined
in terms of biological purposes (“proper functions”). In virtue of these, ex-
pressions mean what they do. Roughly speaking, an expression’s meaning
is explained in terms of the proper function its conventional use has.

7.1.1 Proper functions

Millikan developed a theory of proper functions in the first two chapters
of her book Language, thought, and other biological categories (Millikan
1995a). Informally, the theory is meant to make claims about purposes or
functions precise – for example when one claims that “the function of the
heart is to pump blood.” The goal of the theory is to provide a naturalistic
explanation of mental content and linguistic meaning in terms of proper
functions. Let me sketch the big picture as it applies to her project about
language before I present her definitions.

According to Millikan, we should conceive of language as a “tangled
jungle of overlapping, crisscrossing traditional patterns.”4 She often calls
these linguistic patterns language devices. They are characterized as “any
significant linguistic surface element that a natural spoken or written lan-
guage may contain like words, tonal inflections, stress patterns,” including

2Richerson and Boyd (2006) provide a state-of-the-art exposition of such a theory.
3A similar proposal has been made by Kaplan (1990).
4See (Millikan 1998:176).
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the grammatical moods like indicatives.5 The analogy between linguistic
items and devices is meant quite strictly as grammatical moods illustrate:
they are things that are good for something.

Indicatives, for example, have the proper function to produce or activate
true beliefs in hearers.6 This explains what the device “indicative mood” is
for. For this reason, a device’s proper function can also be understood as
its survival value: it explains why it’s kept in currency.7

That a language device can perform its proper function requires that
certain “Normal conditions” are satisfied.8 In case of indicatives these are
that speakers are reliable truth-tellers and that the hearers’ sign-consuming
mechanisms are working (i.e., produce or activate the relevant belief when
an indicative is recognized).9 Normal conditions needn’t always be satisfied
but just often enough. Otherwise, it would, at some point, not be beneficial
anymore for speakers or hearers to do their part in the speech act pattern.

So, language devices are attributed a proper function to explain what the
device was historically for and this also explains why the device proliferates.
To this end, Millikan defines “proper function” roughly as follows (cf. p. 26):

PF. A thing x has the proper function to ϕ iff x exists and is the way it is
because the ancestors of x have performed ϕ sufficiently often.

This a simplified version. It will do for her linguistic theory. The definition
makes use of other notions: “Ancestor” is defined relative to so-called “re-
productively established families.” A reproductively established family is a
set of similar things which are similar because they have been reproduced in
the same way. The relevant (“first-order”) reproductively established fami-
lies of our concern are sets of things which have been reproduced from the
same original (or “model”; p. 23).

A thing c (“copy”) is a reproduction of another thing o (“original”) iff
there is a causal mechanism to produce o-like things based on the model

5See (Millikan 1995a:3).
6See (Millikan 1995a:§3).
7See (Millikan 2005e:92 ff.).
8The capitalized “N” in “Normal” indicates that the word is used in a stipulated sense
which is not the same as on average or “often” (Millikan 1995a:5).

9Millikan does not state the Normal conditions for indicatives explicitly but see (Millikan
1995a:53,58) for her characterization of their proper function and (Millikan 2006:76 ff.)
for an illustration of her account of representational content in terms of sign-producers
and -consumers. It seems that the proper function can only be performed if the conditions
I suggest are satisfied.
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of o such that if o had been different in specifiable respects, then its copies
would have differed accordingly, and c has been produced by this mechanism
(pp. 19–23).

A thing x is an ancestor of a member y of a reproductively established
family if x occurs earlier in a reproduction chain which results in y (p. 27 f.).
(Only “if” and not “iff” because there are other ways to be an ancestor that
I’ve omitted for simplicity.)

Ancestors of something having a proper function ϕ didn’t have to per-
form it frequently but at least so often that it was still beneficial to be re-
produced (p. 29). The relevant sense of “beneficiality” here is the one from
evolutionary theory that explains a thing’s survival in an environment.

Let me provide some examples to illustrate the definitions: (i) It is
true to say that a heart has the proper function to pump blood (ϕ) iff the
heart exists and is the way it is because its ancestors have pumped blood
sufficiently often.10 (ii) Imitation is a reproduction mechanism (p. 21).
(iii) Handshaking has the proper function to greet iff handshakes exist and
are a means to greet because by shaking their hands, people greeted each
other in the past sufficiently often. Plausibly, a behavior like this has been
reproduced by imitation.

Linguistic expressions are another example. According to Millikan,
“[w]hat makes two word tokens tokens of the same word [. . .] is a mat-
ter of the history of these tokens. Word tokens are classified into types by
reference to reproductively established families [. . .]” (p. 75):

MI1. Expression types are reproductively established families of expression tokens.
That is, expressions are individuated by the reproduction chain of patterns
in which the expressions occur.

Consequently, the word spelled as r-o-t (“rot”) in (what is commonly called)
English is not the same word as the word spelled as r-o-t in (what is com-
monly called) German since, presumably, they come from different lineages.
If tokens of the so-spelled words had the same history, then they would be
tokens of the same word.

10Strictly speaking, for such cases we have to re-define the terms “ancestor” and “repro-
ductively established family” in a way that is more general. For hearts do not reproduce
hearts. Rather, genes are reproduced and they bring about hearts. Millikan provides
these definitions in (Millikan 1995a). For my presentation, I think it’s not worth to go
into these details. For the proper functions of language devices like words, one should
keep in mind that there are similar complications.
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Teleological oughts Another feature of proper functions is that they
determine something like a standard of comparison: Actual performances of
a thing having a proper function can be compared as to whether they accord
with the proper function or not. This is not to say that proper functions
have a demandingly-normative character:

The task of the theory of proper functions is to define this sense of
“designed to” or “supposed to” in naturalist, nonnormative, and non-
mysterious terms. (Millikan 1995a:17)

Millikan’s explication of what “supposed to” means is in terms of proper
functions: x is supposed to do ϕ iff x has the proper function to ϕ. We can
express this also as “x ought to ϕ” but we must keep in mind that such
oughts are explained in terms of the thing’s history; in particular, these
oughts don’t have a demanding character. Nevertheless, for an explanation
of the normativity of mental content such oughts might be sufficient, as
Millikan proposes:11 the paradigm is a belief that ought to be true in order
to perform its function. But I won’t delve into this topic, and instead will
focus on semantic normativity.

Millikan (1990) proposed that the oughts definable in terms of proper
functions are constitutive for semantic normativity. But on the basis of my
argumentation in chapter 2, in particular §2.2.3 on semantic mistakes, we
have good reason to reject this proposal: Just because a language device
has a certain proper function, a person cannot be demanded to use it in
accordance with its proper function. The reason is that proper functions
are non-evaluative and lack a demanding character.12 Hence, on the basis
of proper functions, semantic normativity cannot be explained as required.

7.1.2 Meaning
Millikan’s position with respect to meaning is original. This starts with
meaning assignments. Since Millikan individuates expressions more finely
than usual on the basis of their histories (MI1), reference to a language is
not required anymore:

MI2. Meaningful expressions don’t have a meaning relative to a language.
11See (Millikan 1995a:1).
12Millikan agrees on that point, see (Millikan 2005b:v. ff.) and (Millikan 2008).
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MI1 together with MI2 have the additional consequence that it’s not at all
required to use a notion of a language to state her account.13 Thereby, a
fruitful perspective to explain language varieties is opened. I return to this
in §7.3.1 and §9.4.

Millikan’s account is also original in that language devices, including
expressions, usually have meanings of two different kinds,14 namely their
proper functions (called “stabilizing proper functions”) and so-called “se-
mantic mapping functions”, which are akin to but not identical to satisfac-
tion conditions.

Stabilizing functions Stabilizing functions are so called because they
explain what keeps language devices in currency. The stabilizing function
of a language device is one “that, when performed, tends both to encourage
speakers to keep using the device and hearers to keep responding to it with
the same (with a stable) response.”15 Since stabilizing functions are a special
case of proper functions, we already know under which conditions a language
device is assigned a particular stabilizing function.16

For the central moods indicatives, imperatives, and interrogatives, Mil-
likan stipulates the following stabilizing functions: Indicatives have the
stabilizing function of producing or activating true beliefs in the hearer.
Imperatives have the stabilizing function of producing hearer compliance.
Interrogatives have the stabilizing function of eliciting true answers.17

Stabilizing functions of moods are not too different from mood explica-
13This is surprising since Millikan’s article In defense of public language (Millikan 2005a)

suggests that there is a role for languages. Millikan confirmed to me in p.c. that both
observations – (i) a notion of language is not required while (ii) the mentioned article
suggests to the contrary – are correct.

14There is a third kind of meaning, the private conceptions individuals associate with a
language device. I ignore them since they are private and are not used to explain in
virtue of what meaningful expressions have their public meanings.

15See (Millikan 2005d:94).
16More precisely, the stabilizing function of a language device is the focused proper function

it performs in a variety of performances under Normal conditions (Millikan 1995a:34–38).
While a device can have many proper functions, its focused proper function has a special
status, based on causal relationships between the various proper functions; keeping the
body alive is a proper function of the heart, as is providing oxygen to the muscles, but
its focused proper function – causally prior to both of these – is pumping the blood.

17These stipulations are meant as empirical hypotheses. Millikan has made this proposal
in several writings, e.g.: (Millikan 1995a:§3), (Millikan 2005c:63), (Millikan 2005d:94),
(Millikan 2006:25–27).
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tions known from other theories such as Lewis’. But there is one important
exception that renders Millikan’s account non-Gricean:18 if a speaker per-
forms a speech act, then she does not have to intend that its stabilizing
function is performed (and likewise for the hearer: she does not have to
recognize a speaker’s intention). In case of indicatives, this is to say that
it suffices that a speaker utters a sentence that is true and that the hearer
comes to believe what the sentence says.

Not only moods are supposed to have stabilizing functions but also
meaningful expressions. If I understand the works of Millikan correctly,
then she has no elaborate theory of the stabilizing functions of expressions
of common syntactic categories. For sentences the idea is, however, reason-
ably clear. Take for example the sentence “It is raining.” Plausibly, the
sentence in its indicative mood has the stabilizing function of producing or
activating the true belief in the hearer that it is raining. A further plausible
hypothesis is that the sentence in its indicative mood has this stabilizing
function because utterances of the sentence correlated in the past in sys-
tematic ways with raining-facts, i.e. facts of the sort that it has rained at
some place for some time. So, it seems that the stabilizing function of the
sentence “It is raining” is one in relation to or in support of the sentence in
its indicative mood.

Millikan endorses the sentential primacy thesis.19 Hence the stabilizing
functions of words and other sub-sentential expressions are derived from the
stabilizing functions of sentences: They have whatever stabilizing function
allows the sentences to perform their stabilizing functions. A consequence
of this is that the stabilizing functions of sub-sentential expressions are un-
derdetermined (see the discussion of the sentential primacy thesis in §6.2.4).

Semantic mapping functions as meanings Linguistic expressions are
intentional (in the aboutness sense). To capture this feature of linguistic
expressions, semantic mapping functions are assigned to language devices.
Many but not all expressions that have a stabilizing function also have a
semantic mapping function. A semantic mapping function maps expression
tokens to worldly entities (objects, properties, relations, states of affairs).20

18See (Millikan 1995a:52 ff.).
19See (Millikan 1995a:80, 104).
20Cf. (Millikan 1995a:9 ff.).
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An example of a meaningful expression that has a stabilizing function but
not a semantic mapping function is “Hello!”:21 It is used as a means (“de-
vice”) for greeting but it does not represent the world.

There are many semantic mapping functions, assigning different values
to expression tokens. If an expression has a semantic mapping function,
then it’s determined by its stabilizing function:

[T]he [stabilizing function] of a sentence is something which, having
itself been made determinate, in turn determines the conditions under
which the sentence is true. [. . .] What determines the meaning of a
sentence is then what determines the mapping functions in accordance
with which it must map onto something in the world in order to be
true. Put roughly, the meaning of a sentence is its own special mapping
functions—those in accordance with which it “should” or “is supposed
to” map onto the world. (Millikan 1995a:9)

For example, tokens of the sentence “It is raining” correlate, under Nor-
mal conditions, in systematic ways with certain raining-facts. This correla-
tion between indicative tokenings of the sentence and the state of affairs can
be described by a semantic mapping function. It is necessary that such a
correlation exists for the sentence’s having the stabilizing function it has.22

Hence, we can state Millikan’s thesis about this kind of meaning as follows:

MI3. Expression e means semantic mapping function M iff (i) e has the stabilizing
function ϕ and (ii) for all tokenings t of e: if t performs ϕ, then t maps onto
world affairs according to M.

Semantic mapping functions resemble both satisfaction conditions and in-
terpretation functions but there are important differences. First, an ex-
pression’s meaning in the sense of semantic mapping functions is not a
satisfaction condition but a function that assigns a satisfaction condition to
tokens of the expression. Hence, we could say that expressions are assigned
satisfaction conditions relative to utterance situations by their semantic
mapping functions.

Second, in contrast to interpretation functions that assign denotations
to all expressions of a language, a semantic mapping function assigns values
only to tokens of some expressions. Each expression that has a semantic
mapping function has its own. Thus, there is not one semantic mapping

21See (Millikan 2005d).
22Collins (2009:162-166) also understands Millikan’s proposal in this way.
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function for all expressions. Third, a token of a meaningful expression
only has a value assigned by its semantic mapping function if the Normal
conditions of its stabilizing function are satisfied. For example, the Normal
conditions for a proper name include being part of a sentence and there
being something onto which it historically mapped.23 Thus, a name outside
the context of a sentence has no value at all and neither do empty names like
“Santa Claus.” Fourth, a semantic mapping function of an expression is not
only defined for tokens of the expression but also for tokens of alternative
expressions that have the same syntactic form:

The semantic-mapping function is given by rules according to which
significant transformations of the sentence that conserve its syntactic
form yield different truth- or satisfaction-conditions. Compare the sen-
tence “It’s raining” with the sentence “Rain is falling here now”. “It’s
raining” contrasts with “It’s snowing”, “It’s hailing”, “It’s sleeting”,
and so forth. All display the same syntactic form, the transformations
that substitute “snow”, “hail”, and “sleet” for “rain” determining dif-
ferent satisfaction-conditions in a systematic way. Similarly, “Rain
is falling here now” contrasts with “Snow is falling here now”, “Hail
is falling here now”, “Sleet is falling here now”, and so forth, but it
contrasts, further, with “Mist is rising here now”, and with “Rain was
falling in Rome yesterday”. The truth-conditions of “It’s raining” and
of “Rain is falling here now” are the same, but the semantic mapping
is different. “Many drops of water are presently precipitating from
the atmosphere and landing close to this place” also has the same
truth-condition but is articulated by yet another semantic-mapping
function. (Millikan 2005c:63–64)

Millikan’s idea is that linguistic expressions (and intentional signs in
general) must come in “articulated” systems such that their transformations
(according to some syntactic operations) relate to corresponding transfor-
mations of their semantic values (according to some semantic operations).24

23See (Millikan 1995a:105 ff.).
24In her recent writings, Millikan often claims that semantic mapping functions are isomor-

phisms between the linguistic system and the world; see (Millikan 2006:49) and (Millikan
2005e:97). But this is implausible since it would rule out synonymy. Moreover, the claim
can only be understood in a trivial sense by means of setting up the domain in way that
there is a name for every object in it, as isomorphisms require. If the claim were to be un-
derstood in a non-trivial way, then plausibly this requirement wouldn’t be satisfied. These
issues can be avoided if we require the function to be a homomorphism. The problem has
also been observed by Shea (forthcoming), suggesting the same solution to it. But with-
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7.1.3 Conventions
Millikan’s notion of a convention is motivated by the difficulties Lewis’ ac-
count faces (Millikan 1998). To remind you of a few: It turned out to
be problematic to assume that conventions ensue near-perfect regularities
of conforming behavior. Common knowledge is required but hard to get.
Conventional behavior seems to be a matter of social habits and not of ratio-
nal deliberation. As we’ve seen in §4.3, some of the issues can be addressed.
But the resulting account lost some of its appeal.25

Millikan proposed new definitions:26

A pattern of activity R is called a “natural convention” iff (i) R has been
reproduced for a while and (ii) R proliferates partly because of weight of precedent.

A natural convention is a “coordinating convention” iff its pattern of activity
R satisfies the following properties:

1. R involves more than one participant.
2. R is proliferated because its instances serve a purpose had in common by

the participants.
3. R is such that the contribution to the joint pattern that each participant

must make in order to reach the common goal depends crucially upon the
contribution made by the other(s).

4. R is such that a variety of equally viable alternative joint patterns would
achieve the same goal as well.

Conventions in Millikan’s sense have a couple of important features.
First, natural conventions are not conventions according to my pre-theoretic
characterization (§1.2) since coordination is not necessary. To button shirts
in certain ways can count as a convention in this sense.27 In contrast,
coordination conventions are conventions in the pre-theoretic sense since the
conditions their patterns have to satisfy imply that (i) there is a Lewisian
coordination problem among the participants that is solved if they do their
parts in it and that (ii) the parties to such a convention are cooperative.

Second, coordination conventions are dispositional conventions (§1.2)
since conforming to such a pattern of activity often enough is sufficient
for there to be a coordination convention. This can be brought about by
the agents’ having suitable dispositions. The agents need not be in certain

out defining the algebras on which the allegedly isomorphic semantic mapping function
is defined, these claims are of little interest since they have no determinate content.

25My changes to Lewis’ account were inspired by Millikan’s account.
26The first is from (Millikan 1998:162) and the second is from (Millikan 2005a:40).
27See (Millikan 1998:163).
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epistemic states; e.g. they need not believe or know that the others conform.
Since imitation also counts as a reproduction mechanism, such mechanisms
can be non-Intellectualist.

Third, the existence of a coordination convention does not imply that
there is a near-perfect convention-conforming regularity. The conventional
pattern has only to be conformed to often enough.

Fourth, Millikan conventions are not defined relative to a group or an
environment. Conventional patterns are, however, reproduced in an envi-
ronment by certain agents. If we like, we can make this explicit: The group
of a conventional pattern R is the set of agents that have performed the
conventional pattern R in the past and have a disposition to act conform-
ingly. The environment of a conventional pattern R is the environment in
which R has been exhibited.

7.1.4 Recovering the conventionalist account
The central theses MI1–3 are not stated in terms of conventions. Neverthe-
less, Millikan’s account is conventionalist. The key is the correspondences
between conventions and proper functions: Natural conventions correspond
to a class of reproductively established families of patterns of activity that
proliferate partly because of weight of precedent. Coordination conventions
correspond to a subclass of this class, namely the one whose patterns satisfy
the four conditions of coordination conventions. (The “purpose” mentioned
in the second condition should be understood in the sense of proper func-
tion.) In case of linguistic patterns, the proper functions should, I think, be
their stabilizing functions since they explain why the patterns continue to
exist as they are.28 This correspondence helps us to reconstruct Millikan’s
conventionalist account as follows:

MI4. Expression e means semantic mapping function M iff e’s use pattern is a
coordination convention which proliferates because (i) e has the stabilizing
function ϕ and (ii) for all tokenings t of e: if t performs ϕ, then t maps onto
world affairs according to M.

7.1.5 Evaluation
Millikan’s account is an important contribution to the conventionalist
project. It allows to explain rational behavior without making rationality

28Cf. (Millikan 1995a:31 ff.).
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assumptions. This has the welcome consequence that her account doesn’t
face the Intellectuality charge, a central problem of Gricean accounts. The
two reasons for this are: (i) it uses an evolutionary notion of a conven-
tion and (ii) the communicative pattern is described in non-Gricean terms.
So, except for the problems resulting from the sentential primacy thesis
(see below), Millikan’s account doesn’t face the handicaps of Gricean ac-
counts (§6.2.4). Moreover, Millikan forced us to rethink common concep-
tions thereby advancing our conceptual understanding. Yet, her account
has problems which influence my subsequent evaluation on the basis of the
adequacy conditions of §1.4.

From stabilizing functions to semantic mapping functions The
crucial elements in Millikan’s account are stabilizing functions. The conven-
tional uses of expressions in accordance with them determine their meanings.
Millikan tells us that the use in accordance with a certain semantic map-
ping function is a necessary condition for the use of the expression serving
its stabilizing function. Thus, by knowing an expression’s stabilizing func-
tion (and its Normal conditions), one should be able to derive its semantic
mapping function somehow. But Millikan does not say how one can derive
these semantic mapping functions. Hence, Millikan’s theory is vague and
incomplete with respect to this step. One way to close this gap is define a
class of stabilizing functions that are structured in such a way that semantic
mapping functions are one of their constituents.29

Syntactic structure and a looming holism Another area where Mil-
likan’s account is underdeveloped is syntactic structure. Millikan sometimes
talks of a sentence’s “syntactic form” (e.g. Millikan 1995a:53) and often al-
ludes to a Chomskian Universal Grammar. For example, in her article
In defense of public language (Millikan 2005a:36), Millikan seems to sug-
gest that an expression’s syntactic form is determined by the grammars the
language users possess.30 However, Millikan does not elaborate on the rela-

29Millikan probably wouldn’t accept this proposal. For semantic mapping functions encode
information about the Normal conditions of the expression’s stabilizing function. Thus,
they would be part of a stabilizing function. But Millikan wants to separate them from
the function: thereby she can explain why having a function in a different environment is
not adaptive anymore.

30Millikan (2008) suggests that a construction-grammar approach fits Lewis’ account better.
The points I make also apply to construction grammars.
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tions between language devices, their stabilizing functions, and grammars.
In particular, she does not define the syntactic form of sentences and the
sub-sentential expressions they are made up of. This has three unwelcome
consequences.

First, if one endorses the sentential primacy thesis, then one is commit-
ted to say how the meanings of sub-sentential expressions are to be derived.
Otherwise, there is an explanatory gap with respect to the meanings of
sub-sentential expressions.

Second, the stabilizing function of a sub-sentential expression plausibly
consists, at least in part, in being a part of sentences in systematic syntactic
environments thereby systematically contributing to the stabilizing functions
of these sentences.31 Without defining syntactic forms, such a description
of a function has no determinate content. Since the meaning-determination
claim MI4 is stated in terms of stabilizing functions, it has also no determi-
nate content.

Third, her meaning-determination claim is, on plausible assumptions,
holistic in a problematic way so that thesis H follows if we understand
“meaning” in the sense of semantic mapping function:

H. For any language L: The meaning of (almost) any expression of L depends
on the meanings of (almost) all other expressions of L; i.e. each difference
between L and another language L′ implies that the expressions in L have
other meanings than the expressions in L′.

An example illustrates my claim: Let L be the language consisting of the
words “Antonius”, “Brutus”, “Caesar” (the Ns), and “lives”. Sentences of
L have the form “N lives” wherein an N may take the position of “N”;
e.g. “Caesar lives” is a sentence of L. Suppose further (without loss of
generality) that the semantic mapping functions are homophonic. Then
the semantic mapping function MB of “Brutus” is such that MB assigns
“Brutus” the value Brutus in the context of sentences of L.

Since semantic mapping functions have the transformation property, a
semantic mapping function MN of an N is also defined for all other Ns (N ’s
alternatives). Hence, MB also assigns values to “Antonius” and “Caesar”.
Plausibly, the transformation property is such that (1) is true:

(1) For all Ns n and n′ (with n ̸= n′): for all semantic mapping functions Mn

of n and Mn′ of n′: Mn(n
′) = Mn′(n′).

31Millikan seems to hint at this in (Millikan 1995a:107).
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According to (1), a semantic mapping function of a certain N also assigns
homophonic values to N ’s alternatives. Requiring that semantic mapping
functions have the transformation property but rejecting (1) seems to me
to be incoherent. For this reason, the transformation property should be
understood so as to imply (1).

Therefore: If “Caesar” had another semantic mapping function, then the
semantic mapping function of “Brutus” would be different. From this it does
not follow that the respective semantic mapping function MB would assign
a different value to “Brutus”. It only follows that MB assigns “Caesar”
a different value. Yet, since semantic mapping functions are meanings, we
can put the consequence as follows: If a name in L meant something else,
then all the other names of L would have different meanings. Hence, the
problematic thesis H is true in this case.32

The case can be generalized since semantic mapping functions M have
the transformation-property: The semantic mapping function Me of a par-
ticular expression e is also defined for tokens of alternative expressions e′

having the same syntactic form. Plausibly, any two noun phrases count as
having the same syntactic form. If so, their semantic mapping functions
must be defined for all of them. Since a noun phrase can embed almost
all other expressions (by means of relative clause constructions), a noun
phrase’s semantic mapping function must be defined for almost all expres-
sions. Hence, H is also true for complexer languages.

But surely, an expression’s meaning shouldn’t necessarily depend on
almost all expressions.33 Even Millikan thinks that such a holism would be
“disastrous.”34 The problematic consequence can be avoided by giving up
the transformation property.

For these reasons, I conclude that Millikan’s account can only be de-
fended if one defines the syntactic forms of expressions in much more detail.

Adequacy of Millikan’s account of conventions Millikan’s account
of dispositional conventions is adequate (on the basis of the adequacy con-

32As Peter Schulte pointed out to me in p.c., Millikan could reply: “But the meaning
of ‘Brutus’ doesn’t change!” – It’s correct that the semantic value Me(e) for e does
not change, if the meanings of other expressions e′ change. But the semantic mapping
function Me would change and that is the meaning.

33Holism is discussed in general in (Fodor and Lepore 1992); Horwich (2004) discusses
holism in connection to use theories of meaning.

34See (Millikan 2000:100).
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ditions from §1.4). It would be interesting to develop her account formally.
In its present form, it’s hard to derive empirically testable predictions. This
is not a substantial objection but is merely meant to point out what to do
next. The framework of evolutionary (game) theory offers many precise
(and potentially testable) models.35 (I’ll briefly return to this topic below.)
For this reason, I think the outlook of her account is promising.

Adequacy of Millikan’s account of social norms Millikan’s account
of social norms derives from her account of proper functions. Since it is
unclear how to explain the demanding character of social norms in this
sense (DesN1), her account is incomplete.

Adequacy of Millikan’s account of meaning A strength of Millikan’s
conception of an expression is that meanings can be attributed to them
without having to refer to a language. As we will see, this allows us to
make progress in the explanation of language varieties; see §9.4.

The problems in the normativity-department have repercussions for Mil-
likan’s account of meaning: The normativity resulting from an expression’s
having a stabilizing function seems to be something else than semantic nor-
mativity. Making a semantic mistake is not just doing something that is
not in accordance with an expression’s stabilizing functions (DesM3). It’s
doing something one ought not to and this ought has a demanding charac-
ter. The demanding character isn’t explained by appealing to facts about
the stabilizing function of an expression. Moreover, if normativity in Mil-
likan’s proper-function sense is used to explain semantic normativity, then
it follows that necessarily, meaning is normative. I’ve argued in chapter 2
that this is wrong. If semantic normativity should be explained differently,
then Millikan’s account would be incomplete since the explanation is not
provided.36

By endorsing the sentential primacy thesis, Millikan faces the difficulties
resulting from that, e.g. the problem of deriving sub-sentential meanings and
their indeterminacy (§6.2.4 for other issues).

The use of conventions to explain an expression’s meaning yields an im-
plausible solution to Humpty Dumpty’s problem, namely that it always de-

35A recent review of models of language evolution is (Boer and Zuidema 2009).
36The alternative also goes against the MD-ME principle promoted in chapter 2: if meaning

is normative, then this is because of the way it is determined.
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pends on how every member of the convention uses the expression (DesM5).
Finally, her account is problematic with respect to syntactic structure

(DesM6).

7.2 Evolutionary Signaling Games

Evolutionary Signaling Games accounts improve on Lewis’ classical Signal-
ing Games theory by reinterpreting the formalism in an evolutionary way.
Thereby, the Intellectuality charge can be addressed. In this section, (i)
I indicate how Millikan’s account resembles Evolutionary Signaling Games
accounts and I argue that there are comparative benefits to using the the
latter instead of Millikan’s account. (iii) I briefly discuss the theory of
Huttegger (2007) as an example of such an evolutionary theory that in ad-
dition adds a basic account of social norms. I argue that if one is inclined
to endorse Millikan’s account, one should rather endorse an Evolutionary
Signaling Games account like Huttegger’s. (iv) I return to the no-structure
problem of signaling games. Recent research has improved on it. Thereby,
the outlook of (Evolutionary) Signaling Games becomes even more promis-
ing.

7.2.1 Millikan’s account as an evolutionary signaling game

Let us focus on indicatives to establish the similarities. According to Mil-
likan, an indicative is used in accordance with its stabilizing function iff the
hearer comes to believe truly what the uttered sentence says. This is only so
if the function’s Normal conditions are satisfied: the uttered sentence must
be true. The use pattern “sentence is true – speaker utters the sentence
– hearer believes what it says” is similar to the use pattern at which we
arrived when discussing Lewis’ Signaling Games theory (chapter 5). Ac-
cording to Lewis, the speaker has to believe what the sentence says and the
hearer needs to believe that – whether the belief is true or not. According
to Millikan, the speaker does not need to believe what the sentence says and
the hearer’s belief must be true. But we shouldn’t overstate the differences.
Plausibly, a speaker Normally speaks truly because she believes what she
says. Moreover Schulte (2008:177–179) has argued that the descriptions
of proper functions have to be hedged by ceteris paribus-assumptions: In-
dicatives can only perform their stabilizing functions, if the belief-systems
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of speakers and hearers are functioning Normally. If we add the ceteris
paribus-assumption and claim that the stabilizing function of indicatives is
to produce or activate beliefs in hearers, then it follows, ceteris paribus, that
the beliefs a hearer acquires by hearing indicatives will Normally be true.

With identical use patterns, the main difference between Millikan’s ac-
count and Lewis’ Signaling Games theory consists in the notion of a con-
vention.

From Millikan’s account to Evolutionary Signaling Games Mil-
likan’s notion of a convention is not the only evolutionary one. Such notions
(called “solution concepts”) are studied in the field of evolutionary game the-
ory. Common to such theories is that they reinterpret the game theoretic
formalism in a way that its agents are not required to deliberate about what
to do. It suffices that agents have evolutionary adaptive behavioral dispo-
sitions to behave in certain ways which are sensitive to what the others do
(in §1.2 I called such dispositions “effective coordinative dispositions”).

An important notion from theoretical biology is the notion of an evo-
lutionary stable strategy (ESS) which captures the idea that the agents’
evolved strategies are resistant against changes (if there were a change, it
wouldn’t spread in the population).37 In terms of ESSs, Robert Sugden
defined conventions as evolutionary stable strategies in coordination games
(see Sugden 1986:32).

The notion of an ESS has also been applied to signaling games. A
general result is that under certain weak assumptions, efficient communica-
tion systems evolve.38 Such an explanation of signaling is attractive since it
does not rest on the problematic rationality assumptions of Lewis’ Signaling
Games theory.39

Moreover, evolutionary game theory has comparative benefits over Mil-
likan’s account. For one thing, there are precise relations between a popu-
lar evolutionary dynamics (the replicator dynamics) and learning theory.40

37Cf. (Maynard Smith and Price 1973). A strategy S is evolutionary stable iff for all other
strategies T : (i) u(S, S) > u(S, T ) or (ii) if u(S, S) = u(S, T ), then u(S, T ) > u(T, T ).

38For example, Brian Skyrms (1994, 1998) uses evolutionary stable strategies as his solu-
tion concept with the important additional assumption that the agents’ strategies are
correlated.

39As in classical game theory, there are foundational issues in evolutionary game theory,
e.g. relating to the notion of utility. See (Alexander 2009:§5) for an overview.

40See for example (Lenaerts and Vylder 2005). Tom Lenaerts and Bart de Vylder study a
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Millikan does not have such a foundation and her appeal to imitation learn-
ing is vague. Also, there are different theory-internal explanations for the
agents’ cooperation whereas Millikan has to assume it.41

7.2.2 Huttegger’s theory

Of particular interest is the proposal of Simon Huttegger (2007), building
on the work of William Harms (2004:§8) – which was inspired by Millikan’s.
For reasons that will become clear as we go on, Huttegger’s theory can be
understood as a partial implementation of Millikan’s account in the frame-
work of Evolutionary Signaling Games. Moreover, Huttegger innovated on
standard Signaling Games accounts by adding a basic account of social
norms.

Harms’ idea was to understand social norms as a kind of special sig-
naling game whose types (the states the world can be in) are states of
non-conformity to certain behaviors which have evolved in a certain popu-
lation. The signals of such signaling games are assigned a complex meaning
which Harm’s calls “primitive content” corresponding to the two functions
they have: (i) they indicate that someone did not comply with a “rule” and
(ii) they demand to behave conformingly (Huttegger 2007:273). Such mean-
ings can be used as meanings for imperatives, as Huttegger proposed. The
demanding-function implements the characteristic sanction mechanism of
social norms. Harms’ proposal is then to identify social norms with evolved
behaviors that come with such a sanction mechanism.

Huttegger formalized Harms’ idea in terms of what he calls a normative
system. Roughly speaking, a normative system is a pair of games consist-
ing of a basic underlying game and a superimposed signaling game such
that (i) there is a regularity to conform to one of the strategy profiles of
the underlying game in some population, (ii) this regularity has evolved,

model of learning meaning-word associations. They assume a “language acquisition pro-
cess wherein the listener is not observing some communication but actively participating.
The importance of this participation is that the hearer/listener can become speaker in
the next round [. . .] From a cultural learning perspective this model belongs to the class
of operant-condition models” (p. 264), to which also reinforcement learning belongs. Hof-
bauer and Sigmund (2003) provide a recent survey of evolutionary game dynamics, also
relating it to learning theories; in particular, see p. 504 for references about models of
reinforcement learning that are closely related to the replicator equation.

41E.g. Axelrod’s repeated tit-for-tat (Axelrod 2006) and Trivers’ theory of reciprocal altru-
ism (Trivers 1971).
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and (iii) the “superimposed” signaling game is of Harm’s kind – that is, it
furthers conformity to the regularity in the population. Conditions (i) and
(ii) can be understood as requiring the strategies to be evolutionary stable
strategies.

Now, let me return to my claim that Huttegger’s proposal can be under-
stood as a partial implementation of Millikan’s account. I outlined above
how Millikan’s account can be understood as a Signaling Games account
using an evolutionary notion of a convention. This relates as follows to
Huttegger. A special case of Huttegger’s general theory is a normative sys-
tem whose underlying game is a signaling game; we can call such a normative
system a “normative signaling system.” The underlying signaling game in
a normative signaling system can be understood as an explanation of the
teleological oughts that Millikan explains in terms of proper functions. For
Millikan’s proper functions correspond to signaling in accordance with the
evolutionary stable strategy of the underlying signaling game which prevails
among the members of the normative signaling system.

The superimposed game of a normative signaling system goes beyond
Millikan’s proposal. It can be understood as a basic account of social norms.
For deviations from the evolutionary stable strategy (how one “ought” to
behave) are punished. That is to say, if the signals of the underlying game
are not used in accordance with their meanings, then there is a punishment.
Arguably, if one is able to punish someone, then one is in a position to de-
mand something. Hence, it’s only a short step to say that uses of the signals
in the superimposed game have a demanding character. Since the punish-
ments can be the result of simple reactive mechanisms of non-Intellectual
agents, we come close to an evolutionary non-Intellectual explanation of
semantic normativity on the basis of the Harms/Huttegger proposal: The
members of a population in which a normative signaling system exists can
demand that the others use the signals in accordance with their meanings.

7.2.3 Signaling games with linguistic structure

Signaling Games are often criticized for having unstructured signals and
only finitely many of them. Hence, the objection goes, one cannot ex-
plain the combinatorial features of language and assign meanings directly
to words. This criticism is too quick for two reasons.

First, recent developments by Martin Nowak et al. have improved on
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the problem of structure. In a series of publications,42 they have developed
different evolutionary models that use structured signals and structured
meanings. The structure they consider is of the kind “Name Verb.” While
simplistic, it is theoretically interesting. For such models can explain re-
combinations of parts, for example the recombinations resulting from the
use of “Peter drinks” and “Mary lives” to “Mary drinks” and “Peter lives.”
Thereby, these models can be said to use a notion of a word and can at-
tribute to them meanings in a way that avoids the problems resulting from
endorsing the sentential primacy thesis (§6.2.4). However, the models re-
strict complex signals to finite recombinations of finitely many parts, hence
yielding a finite language with no recursive structure. Recursive rules are
not studied. That is to say that there is nothing like embedding or an “and”
in the syntax.

Second, there are extensions of and results on Signaling Games with
infinitely many signals. Already Crawford and Sobel (1982) proved their
results for infinitely many signals. Typically, the signals are reals from the
unit interval [0, 1]. But it is an open question, to the best of my knowl-
edge, whether the results from the general model carry over to linguistic
expressions. For language is discrete and we are dealing with countable
infinity. Moreover, we’d like to impose special constraints on the signal-
ing games which effect a Montagovian architecture: (i) signals are from a
syntactic algebra, (ii) meanings are from a semantic algebra, and (iii) the
syntax/semantics-mapping is a homomorphism. Hence, it remains to be
seen whether the models of Nowak et al. can be extended to recursive rules.

Nevertheless, the new developments create two options to mitigate the
no-structure objection. The first one tries to extend the existing models
by adding recursive rules. But then there will be signals in the game that
should have a meaning but would never be used (the old meaning-without-
use problem; §6.1.5). Can we reapply the lessons learned from Actual Lan-
guage Relation accounts? Moreover, there are theoretical questions: Are
there equilibria? Do they have natural properties? Can, under plausible as-
sumptions, signaling systems evolve? What about the grammars the agents
must possess: Must they be the same? If not, how similar must they be?
These are open questions one should address in future research. But it

42See (Nowak and Krakauer 1999; Nowak et al. 1999a,b; Trapa and Nowak 2000; Nowak
et al. 2000; Nowak 2000). Zuidema (2005:§5) also develops an evolutionary model but
there are no recursive rules and the set of meanings is assumed to be finite. Recently, also
Skyrms (2010) has explored the approach of Nowak et al.
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seems to be more of a technical problem that will eventually be solved.
The second option does not rely on future research. It reapplies the

lessons learned from Actual Language Relation accounts by (i) restricting
the explanatory domain to (finite) effective languages and by (ii) adding
translators as a cognitive component:

(2) Expression e means m in language LT of population P iff P uses language
L, L ⊆ LT , members of P process L-utterances via an L-determining trans-
lator T , T generates LT , and T pairs e with m.43

According to this proposal, the meanings of the expressions in the effective
language L used by a population P are determined by the conventional
(equilibrium) behavior in a (normative) signaling system. L consists of all
the finitely many words and structured expressions that the members of P
would possibly use. The meanings of the expressions in the possibly infinite
part of LT are explained by the translators the members possess. These
translators can be realized by a grammar and determine the behavioral
dispositions bringing about the conventional signaling regularities.

On the basis of these two options to deal with the no-structure objection,
I conclude that the no-structure objection against Signaling Games is not a
knockdown argument against accounts from this paradigm.

7.2.4 Evaluation

As I’ve argued above, if one is inclined to endorse Millikan’s account, one
should rather endorse Huttegger’s. For it achieves much of what Millikan
achieves in a more perspicuous manner, while not strictly following her. For
example, it seems that one cannot fully implement Millikan’s notion of a
proper function in this framework. But to derive signal meanings, we don’t
need a full implementation of Millikan’s notion of a proper function.44

Let us now turn to the evaluation of Huttegger’s theory. With respect
to conventions, the verdict is as in Millikan’s case, namely positive.

43This is ALR-E′ of §6.1.5.
44In an equilibrium of a signaling game, there is a relation between the states and the

receiver’s reactions. Using this relation, we can “simulate” proper functions: a signal’s
“simulated” proper function is to indicate the state and/or to demand that the hearer
reacts in a certain way. This is sufficient to derive the signals’ meanings. The discussion
of Lewis’ Signaling Games theory in chapter 5 substantiates these claims.
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Social norms Huttegger’s basic account of social norms is not fully ade-
quate according to my adequacy conditions. Clearly, he had a more modest
goal. My interest is to find out how well it does if we use his proposal as an
account of social norms. Here are some limitations:

(i) If we understand a normative system as a social norm, the distinction
between enforcers, addressees, and arbitrators of a social norm is lost (but
required by DesN1). Thereby, the agents that enforce a social norm are the
same as its addressees which are, in turn, the same as its arbitrators. We
could say that Huttegger assumes an egalitarian social structure in which
there are no experts and language rulers.

(ii) Huttegger has to assume that social norms have evolved. While this
seems to be true for a class of social norms, this is certainly not true for
social norms in general; there are also social norms by decrees.

(iii) Huttegger’s theory seems to entail that it is rational or beneficial
for people to sanction. Again, it seems to me that this is wrong as a general
claim (§8.2.4). One reason to think so is that from an evolutionary perspec-
tive, sanctioning behavior is elicited by evolved mechanisms. But evolved
mechanisms are known to malfunction in environments which they are not
adapted to.

One could conclude that Huttegger’s basic account of social norms is an
account of a special kind of social norm that is interesting since it applies
to language use.

Meaning An Evolutionary Signaling Games account à la Huttegger im-
proves on Millikan’s account. For (i) the issues relating to the vagueness
in the meaning assignment of her account can be addressed and (ii) the
problems resulting from endorsing the sentential primacy thesis can be mit-
igated, as recent developments by Nowak et al. show if they are combined
with Schiffer’s mental-translator proposal (DesM6).

But there is no meaning in virtue of social norms (DesM2) since the
social norms only have the role of accounting for semantic normativity.
Signals get their meanings from the signaling conventions of the underlying
game in a normative signaling system.

With respect to semantic normativity, there are still some explanatory
gaps. It’s left open what it is to demand conformity. Huttegger’s theory
only entails that it consists in giving a signal in the superimposed game
in a normative signaling system which effects a punishment. Such a signal
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indicates that someone did not conform to the signaling convention and
demands to behave conformingly. But how so? To demand something one
has to be in a position to do so. Huttegger’s theory uses no notion of social
structure. So, the best he can say is that everyone is in the position to do
so. This still leaves a further question unanswered: How is the nature of
the demanding character of these signals explained? Answering this ques-
tion is also important to explicate a plausible notion of a semantic mistake
(DesM3). (Maybe one could use my account of social norms in §8 to do so.)

Finally, as in Millikan’s case, Humpty Dumpty’s problem remains un-
solved (DesM5)

7.3 Outlook for a better theory

In chapter 9, I discuss my alternative conventionalist account. Before I do
so, I’d like to (i) bring the big picture back into focus and (ii) to bring out
some important properties of meaning for a better theory.

7.3.1 The big picture

In §1.3, I’ve argued for a conventionalist account that explains meanings
in terms of stable uses, i.e. conventions, social norms, and normative con-
ventions whose pattern of activity consists in the use and understanding of
expressions. So far, I’ve only mentioned normative conventions in passing
(§1.2). To remind you, they are a hybrid of a convention and a social norm,
and were introduced in §8.2.3. Being a hybrid, they inherit the meaning-
determination role of conventions and social norms.

When we turned to the meaning-without-use problem in §6.1.5, I argued
for a refinement in terms of stable linguistic uses which are stable uses whose
behavioral dispositions are realized by a translator (C′′), thereby adding a
cognitive component.

In chapter 2, I argued that meaning in virtue of social norms is normative
(N′). I endorsed the principle that if meaning is normative, then this is
because of the way it is determined (MD-ME).

The explanatory architecture that results from these claims can be il-
lustrated as follows:
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My claim is that any adequate conventionalist account must adhere to
this architecture.45 A set of problems impose further restrictions on an
adequate account.

Solution to Humpy Dumpty’s problem Humpty Dumpty’s problem
requires a solution stating precisely in which ways the meanings of expres-
sions are determined by which members and circumstances (§1.4). This re-
striction can be addressed by explaining meaning in terms of social norms.
For they come with a notion of social structure.

Non-Intellectualism Language use should not only be an Intellectual
activity (§6.2.4). This restriction can be satisfied by using an evolutionary
notion of convention and by describing language use in a non-Gricean way.

Atomism The problems resulting from the sentential primacy thesis
(§6.2.4) and from the existence of language varieties (§6.2.1) suggest that
stable linguistic uses should be defined in a more atomistic way relative to
language devices (and not just relative to languages).

For this, I propose that for every language device there is a stable lin-
guistic use. According to this proposal, English (whatever it is exactly)
consists of a set of stable linguistic uses. Among them is one for “red”,
another one for “green”, and so on.

I take this proposal to be the null hypothesis supported by our folk
theory. A rival hypothesis is the one-convention*-per-language hypothesis.
(“Convention*” is used here in the sense of stable linguistic use.) According
to the rival, for a person to use English is to be member of the convention* to
use English. One disadvantage of this rivaling hypothesis is the description
of a state of affairs in which people are not fully party to the convention*.

45For this reason, it’s also immediately obvious why the conventionalist accounts we’ve
considered so far are inadequate: They don’t allow for meaning in virtue of social norms.
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Typically, language users don’t master all of the words of a language.
Think of Jonas, an able English user except for the word “apple.” He does
not express his APPLE thoughts by using the word “apple” and also does
not understand what people do when they utter “apple.” Is Jonas a party
to the convention* of using English? I take us to be inclined to think so,
except for “apple.” But what is it to be a party to such a convention* with
exceptions? Can one be member to some degree? Or be a member in some
respects?

Here the null hypothesis has more to offer. We can simply describe the
case as follows: Jonas is party to the many conventions* of English but not
party to the convention* governing the use of “apple”. This description also
has some explanatory power. Consider a table in which we track the parties
to the various conventions* as follows:

Person “aardvark” · · · “apple” · · · “zygote”
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Jonas x x – x x
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

So, Jonas is a party to the convention* governing the word “aardvark.”
This can be read off the table by looking at the field value of the row of
Jonas and of the column of “aardvark”. On the basis of such a description
of a possible state of affairs we could postulate the following claim: Person
P is competent to use word W if the field of the row of P and of the column
W has the value “x”; otherwise not. Such a statement cannot easily be
formulated on the basis of the alternative conception.

Moreover, if we endorse Millikan’s language independent conception of
a linguistic expression, then we can assigns expressions meaning directly
and can introduce the notion of a language later in the explanatory order.
The case of Jonas above hints at the way it can be done: Languages are
clusters of stable linguistic uses prevailing among corresponding clusters of
populations. Whether Jonas speaks one of these languages or not can be
determined by looking up his entry in the above table. Hence, language
varieties can be dealt with easily.

These comparative advantages are what justifies the assumption that
for every language device there is a stable linguistic use.

Endorsing the null hypothesis has consequences for stable linguistic uses:
Often, they need a certain milieu to flourish in.46 For one thing, stable lin-

46This seems to hold for stable social behaviors in general. In behavioral law and economics,
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guistic uses for complex expressions require an environment (or “milieu”) in
which there are stable linguistic uses for simpler expressions. (An exception
is stable linguistic uses for whole utterance types (unstructured signals) that
can be used to perform speech acts that do not depend on other conventions
or social norms.)

7.3.2 Reflections on meaning
To develop a better conventionalist account, we should ascertain certain
general features of an expression’s having a meaning in relation to its con-
stitution. The results help us to take informed design choices. To this end,
let us return to meaning sentences:

(3) Actually, “appel” presently means apple among Dutch users.

I call triples consisting of a group of agents, a time, and a world “coor-
dinates.” But why should one think that the truth conditions of simple
meaning ascriptions like (4) depend on a coordinate?

(4) “Appel” means apple.

The reason for this dependency is simple, as we will see below in more detail:
Stable linguistic uses make sentences like (4) true. They exist relative to
a coordinate. So, since the truth of sentences like (4) depends on a stable
linguistic use existing relative to a coordinate, sentence like (4) depend on
coordinates.

But there are subtler features of the conventionalist determination re-
lation. Studying them on the basis of case studies brings out important
properties of the relation.

How the case studies work The approach taken here is by performing
scenario-based reasoning.47 To do so, I will typically describe a scenario in

this seems also to be an accepted claim. Cf. Posner (2000:4) who points out that legal
social norms depend on non-legal background facts (like the agents’ acting in a self-
interested way and there being other conventions).

47I borrow this term “scenario-based reasoning” from Christian Nimtz. As a paradigmatic
instance of scenario-based reasoning he takes what philosophers do when they consider
Gettier-cases. Nimtz suggests that scenario-based reasoning is a variety of conceptual
analysis (Nimtz 2009). Nowadays, it is also used in linguistics, especially in the seman-
tics/pragmatics literature. Scenario-based reasoning is, like conceptual analysis in general,
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which an expression is used and understood in certain ways, e.g. the word
“appel” in Dutch. These scenario descriptions are under a ceteris paribus-
clause: Unless indicated otherwise, things are in the scenario as they are
actually. Then, I will consider the truth of a meaning sentence like (4)
or (3). By systematically varying different parts of the scenario the truth
conditions of the respective meaning sentences are determined. For example,
we could consider the counterfactual situation that only Rotterdammers use
the expression to find out how uses of subgroups relate to an expression’s
meaning something in a “supergroup” (e.g. Dutch users).

What I loosely called “parts of the scenario” are in the widest sense
things that potentially fix, constitute, or determine an expression’s meaning
something among the members of a group at a time in a world, where
“meaning something” can in turn be understood in two senses, namely in
the sense of something at all and in the sense of something in particular.

The guiding idea is that an expression means something in virtue of
there being certain stable linguistic uses. This claim is by now repetitive
but it helps us to understand how what can happen to a meaning of an
expression relates to these other things. This is to say that we can analyze
what can happen to a meaning of an expression in terms of what can happen
to stable linguistic uses. Or more technically, if you like, we can analyze the
dynamics of meaning in terms of operations on stable linguistic uses.

The dynamics of meaning consists in four processes: (i) An expression
acquires a meaning. (ii) An expression loses a meaning. (iii) An expression
maintains its meaning. (iv) An expression changes its meaning. These four
processes correspond to the processes operating on stable linguistic use.
They also can come into existence, can be maintained, can die out, and can
change over time. That this correspondence holds can be explained on the
basis of the explanatory architecture of adequate conventionalist accounts:
A meaning of an expression in a language is determined by there being a
stable linguistic use.

Consequently, (i) an expression e acquires a meaning m if there is a
process that results in there being a convention, a normative convention, or
a social norm for the expression in virtue of which e means m and e didn’t
meanm before. Conversely, (ii) an expression e loses a meaningm if emeant
not uncontested. Especially when it comes to far-fetched scenarios, it’s not clear that we
can reliably reason about them. I try to apply the method with care by focusing on
homely cases. What’s more, I don’t see an alternative way to ascertain the features of
meaning I’m interested in.
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m before and that in virtue of which e meant m does not exist anymore.
Trivially, (iii) e maintains a meaning m if e meant m before and that in
virtue of which e meant m is also maintained. Finally, (iv) an expression e
changes its meaning from m to m′ (with m ̸= m′) if e meant m before, e
means m′ now, and that in virtue of which e meant m is that in virtue of
which e means m′ now. These claims are quite coarse but good enough for
our purposes.

Overview I turn now to the following cases which are based on the struc-
ture of meaning sentences. I discuss some scenarios relating to social norms
and social structure in §9.3.1.

1. Dependence on groups: This case relates to both the dependence on
groups. The question I try to answer is: “If there is a stable linguistic use of
an expression, among whom does the expression mean something?”

2. Dependence on time and historic meanings: This case relates to the
dependence on time and is about the observation that once an expression
has meant something in a community, it’s hard for it to lose this meaning.
The question I try to answer is: “What is the relation between what an
expression historically meant and what it currently means?”

3. Dependence on worlds: This case relates to the dependence on worlds and
completes the justification that an expression’s meaning something depends
on coordinates.

4. Having more than one meaning: This case is about the observation that
expressions can acquire different meanings without losing the others. The
question I try to answer is: “How’s that possible?”

7.3.2.1 Dependence on groups

If stable linguistic uses determine an expression’s meaning, then among
whom does the expression mean what it does? It seems natural to say
that an expression means something among the members of a group. It
turns out that there is a difference of scope between conventions and social
norms; social norms can reach out in a way conventions cannot. Let us ask
the question: “When do we want to say at all that an expression means
something in a group?” Consider the following case:

(5) “lepestele” is now conventionally used and understood in a certain way
among the English speaking minority in Amsterdam but nowhere else.
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I think we still wouldn’t say that “lepestele” means something in English
or among English users in general. But I think that we would want to say
that the word means something among the English speaking minority in
Amsterdam. So, if an expression has a meaning in virtue of a (normative)
convention, then it means something among the members of the (normative)
convention. But just in virtue of its conventional use and understanding in
this group, it doesn’t mean something among other agents.

For concreteness, let us consider the group consisting of the English
speaking minority in Amsterdam. Among the members of this group, there
is no stable linguistic use of “lepestele.” For this reason, it would be odd
to say that the word means something in this group but there is no stable
linguistic use of it among the members of this group. Hence, if there were
no stable linguistic use of an expression, then the expression does not have
a literal meaning. Thereby, we’ve justified the claim that an expression’s
having a certain meaning depends on a group.

Now compare (5) about conventions with the variation (6) about social
norms:

(6) There is a social norm to use and understand “heap spraying” in accor-
dance with the meaning attempt to put a certain sequence of bytes at a
predetermined location in the memory of a target process among English
speakers but as before, it’s actual use and understanding is so far confined
to IT-security specialists.48

In this case, the addressees of the social norm are all English speakers.
Insofar as the social norm exists, I think we’re inclined to say that “heap
spraying” means what it does among all English speakers. So, in the case of
an expression having a meaning in virtue of a social norm, it seems that the
expression means something among all addressees of the social norm, even
if not all have (so far) acquired the mental state which is characteristic for
the social norm in question, or – now loosely speaking – have acquired the
relevant “linguistic knowledge.” In extreme cases, a term is only known in
this sense by a small minority but still it can be reported to mean something
in general. For example, the lexicographer Norman (2002:260) reports about
specialist dictionaries in which there is “[p]erhaps a term that is understood
by only twenty or thirty researchers worldwide in a particular corner of their
field.” Yet, it seems that such a term would have a specific meaning in a

48See (Wikipedia 09.06.2010) for an explanation of heap spraying.
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much bigger group – plausibly in virtue of a social norm.
The foregoing considerations suggest the following generalizations:

(7) Conventions: e means m among the members of G only if members of G
are parties to the (normative) convention in virtue of which e means m.

(8) Social norms: e means m among the members of G if there is social norm
for e which determines that e means m and is addressed to members of G.

Thus, it can be that e means m among the members of G and G is bigger
than the set of those persons who are in the characteristic mental state of
the social norm in virtue of which e means m.

Let us reconsider (5) and (6) for another aspect: If there is a stable
linguistic use of the word among the members of G, is there also a stable
linguistic use of the word among G′ which is a subset of G with at least
two members? What are the differences between meaning in virtue of a
(normative) convention and meaning in virtue of a social norm? It seems
to me that the following conditional is a conceptual truth:

(9) If there is a (normative) convention among the members of G and G′ is a
subset of G with at least two members, then there is also a (normative)
convention among the members of G′.

This is so because it’s constitutive for a convention that its members have
a certain disposition to do their part in its pattern of activity and that it is
beneficial for them to do so. If these conditions are satisfied for the members
of G, then they are satisfied for subsets of G as well.

Since we can distinguish different groups with respect to a social norm,
e.g. its enforcers and its addressees, we have to be clear among which subsets
a social norm continues to exists. If we shrink the set of enforcers, then it
seems that the sphere of influence of the remaining enforcers can become
smaller. If we shrink, however, the set of addressees, then it seems the social
norm should continue to exist. For if there was a social norm among the
original group of addressees, then the enforcers could impose their wills on
them. If we took addressees out of this group, then the enforcers would be
still in a position to impose their wills since they would remain as powerful
as before. Hence it seems plausible to endorse:

(10) If there is a social norm addressed to the members of G and G′ is a subset
of G with at least two members, then there is also a social norm addressed
to the members of G′.
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These conditionals have the following consequence:

(11) If e means m among the members of G and G′ is a subset of G with at
least two members, then e means m among the members of G′.

7.3.2.2 Dependence on time and historic meanings

Does an expression’s meaning something depend on time? And how does
an expression’s having a historic meaning relate to it’s having or not having
this meaning now? These are the questions to which we turn now.

The answer to the first question, while important, is pretty obvious: An
expression’s meaning something depends on time. Whether an expression
e means m is determined by the stable linguistic uses there are. Stable
linguistic uses exist at a time. So, an expression e meaning something is
determined by the stable linguistic uses there are at a certain time. More-
over, it seems correct to say that if there is no stable linguistic use at all of
an expression at a certain time, then it doesn’t mean anything, in particu-
lar not m. Thereby, we’ve justified the claim that an expression’s meaning
something depends on time.

But what if an expression was used in the past but is not used anymore?
Consider the scenario from §1.3:

(12) The word “camera” was once used in the sense Apostolic camera naming
the (then existing) treasury department of the papacy. This is not common
usage anymore but is still listed as the first entry in Merriam Webster
Online Dictionary (2010) and known to some, e.g. Hanks (2009:302).

One who is using “camera” in the marginal sense of Apostolic camera does
not seem to make any linguistic mistake. He can well be called a bragger or
a weirdo for it. But this is neither to say that he isn’t using a meaningful
word nor that he’s using it not in accordance with one of its meanings.
It seems that “camera” still means Apostolic camera, even if there is no
convention for it anymore. Yet, it seems that “camera” has not changed its
meaning. It seems to be wrong to say: “Then it meant Apostolic camera but
now it means device used to take photographs.” Rather, I think, we should
say that in the 18th century “camera” didn’t have that meaning and that
nowadays, the word is ambiguous.

So, “camera” seems to be an expression which was used and understood
in the past in a certain way but is nowadays not used and understood
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anymore in this way. How can it still mean now what it meant back then? A
little reflection about the scenario suggests that there is nothing mysterious
about it. It seems that a social norm and group knowledge are the keys.
The principle seems to be this: If there is a social norm according to which
it is allowed to use and understand an expression e now as it was used and
understood in the past, then if e meant m in the past, then e means m now
in virtue of this social norm. It seems that there is such a transfer social
norm among English users. For the social norm to be effective, there needs
to be group knowledge now that e meant something m in the past.

On this explanation, the meaning Apostolic camera of “camera” is deter-
mined by a transfer social norm and “selected” by the past use (conventional
and/or social norm-governed). The impression that “camera” is not used
and understood anymore today was wrong because there are still people
who know about its historic meaning and could use the word in accordance
with its historic meaning and would understand it if “camera” was used in
this way. The explanation is flexible. Even if most language users lack what
is required for the use and understanding of an expression, the expression
can have an old meaning in a big group. Thereby, we have part of an ex-
planation for the fact that expressions often have many meanings and that
it is hard for an expression to lose a meaning.

Moreover, if there weren’t any knowledge anymore about a historical
meaning of a expression, then it seems that one wouldn’t be inclined to say
that it still means what it meant. But this is not to claim that it would
be wrong to say that. Rather, it would be a claim for which there is no
evidence and on that grounds, one should be hesitant to make it. And
finally, if we discover (say by finding an old text) that an expression meant
something m in the past, then it seems that we would be inclined to say
that it meant m then and also to say that it means m now. (Consider the
“camera” case: Now you know that it meant Apostolic camera back then.
You would readily understand it this way if someone were to use “camera”
in accordance with this meaning. You might even use it in this meaning
in reaction to someone else’s use. For this reason, I take us to be inclined
to say that “camera” also means Apostolic camera now.) These judgments
seem to be correct and corroborate the proposed explanation.

Still, it seems weird to claim that any old meaning of an expression is
among its meanings today. I’m inclined to uphold my position and explain
the weirdness differently: The existence of a transfer social norm does not
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preclude the existence of a further use-regulating social norm according to
which one ought to use and understand expressions in accordance with their
current meanings. If there exists such a social norm, the result would be as
follows: the expression still has its historic meanings while one ought not to
use and understand the expression in accordance with these meanings.

It seems to me that transfer social norms and use-regulating social norms
exist among “us”. If so, we have a good explanation for the phenomenon of
historic meanings. If there is no transfer social norm for an expression, then
according to my proposal, the expression doesn’t have historic meanings.

The foregoing considerations suggest the following generalizations:

(13) If an expression e meant m in the past, then e means m in virtue of there
being a transfer social norm.

(14) A meaningful expression can acquire further meanings without losing or
changing its other meanings.

(15) The explanation of an expression having an old meaning in terms of a
transfer social norm also explains why it’s hard for an expression to lose a
meaning.

7.3.2.3 Dependence on worlds

The point here is obvious: stable linguistic uses exist contingently. That
is, they could have been otherwise. The conventions which exist here could
have not existed; this is to say that there is a world in which the conventions
don’t exist; and likewise for normative conventions and social norms. So,
they do not only vary with respect to groups and times but also with re-
spect to worlds. Since an expression’s meaning something is constituted by
the stable linguistic uses there are, the point also holds for an expression’s
meaning something. Thereby, we’ve justified the claim that an expression’s
meaning something depends on worlds.

7.3.2.4 Having more than one meaning

Maybe the reader wonders why I discuss the topic of having more than one
meaning again. The question now is more fundamental: How, in principle,
can an expression have more than one meaning?

Let us focus on an expression’s meaning something in virtue of conven-
tions. If a word is used and understood in different ways, how can it then
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still mean anything at all? Shouldn’t we expect a conflict in the uses and
understandings of the expression which destabilizes the patterns in a way
precluding there being a convention? But yet there seem to be many words
having many meanings. We’ve just studied a scenario where a historic mean-
ing was involved. There it seemed that one and the same word acquired
more and more meanings (“camera” has also other meanings). Here is a
new example:

(16) “fluke” means the end part of an anchor and a stroke of luck. The word
has different etymologies and for this reason, the sound type (or string)
“fluke” belongs to different lexemes (Wikipedia 19.02.2010).

So, it seems that if we individuate words not by sound type (or spelling type)
but by their lineage, then so far we have had no true example of a word with
more than one meaning. For it does not follow that since the sound type
“camera” has more than one meaning, the word “camera” has also more than
one meaning. For this reason, it might not be too implausible to assume
that most words just have one meaning. The observation is then that at
least very often when we say: “This word has more than one meaning”,
what we mean is that the so-named sound type has more than one meaning.

It still seems surprising that one sound type can have more than one
meaning. How can there be two stable but different uses and understand-
ings? A plausible explanation is that such uses and understandings are
marked in different ways. On the basis of these marks, the two uses and
understandings can be told apart. Possible marks are: Different syntactic
category (e.g. verb and noun), occurrence in different, typically non over-
lapping topics (“class” as in “school class” or as in mathematics), semantic
stereotypicality or compatibility (“blue” as in “he was blue” or “the sky
was blue”). So, if two distinct uses and understandings of a sound type
are distinct enough so that they can be told apart on particular occasions,
they can be stable. If they cannot be told apart, then there is competition.
There seem to be many possible outcomes in such a situation: e.g. both uses
are destabilized and the sound types die out or one of the uses wins at the
cost of the other. But at this point we should distinguish two questions: (i)
What is the dynamics of such a system? (ii) What determines the meaning
of an expression in which way? For the philosophical project, I think only
the latter question is relevant. Part of the answer is: However a stable
linguistic use of a word came about, it determines the meaning. Arguably,
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the first question is much harder to answer. The foregoing considerations
suggest the following generalizations:

(17) If expressions are individuated by lineages, then it seems that most mean-
ingful expressions just have one meaning.

(18) As long as different uses and understandings of a sound type can be told
apart often enough, they can be stable and determine different meanings
for the type.

(19) We should distinguish the question how a conventional (or social norm-
governed) use of an expression came about from the question whether there
is a convention or a social norm for an expression. For the conventionalist
project, only an answer to the second question is crucial.

7.4 Summary
In this chapter, I digressed into many topics. Let me return to some impor-
tant points. Millikan’s account explains an expression’s meaning in terms of
the stabilizing function its conventional use has. This plausible idea faces a
series of obstacles which can be partly overcome by switching from her ac-
count to a theory formulated in the framework of evolutionary game theory.
A promising example is Huttegger’s theory. Such accounts can be extended
to deal with structured signals and hence the no-structure objection can
be answered. However, such accounts provide so far only basic accounts
of social norms. Consequently, semantic normativity cannot be adequately
explained.

Hence, a better account is required. To learn from the mistakes of past
accounts, I stated a set of problems and ways to solve them. The three key
insights are: (i) We need an account of social norms. (ii) We should assign
meanings to language devices directly (without referring to a language).
That is, we should assume for each language device a stable linguistic use.




